HOPS Minutes, February 28th
3-4:30pm

ATTENDING: Ellen Meltzer (CDL), Amy Kautzman (UCD), Carol Ann Hughes (UCI), Sara Davidson (UCM), Jim Munson (UCSF), Greg Careaga (UCSC), Lynn Jones (LAUC), Lorna Lueck (UCSB), Beth Dupuis (UCB)

NOT ATTENDING: Kevin Mulroy (UCLA), Catherine Friedman (UCSD), Anne Frenkel (UCR)

Announcements:

Ellen – UCOP’s connection to the Web has been down and up, meaning that CDL services have been intermittent. Calisphere, OAC, other pages are down.

UCB is interviewing AULs for Digital and Collaborative Services, also includes management of NRLF. Failed search for collections and technical services

UCSB has green light for library renovation and construction project, to begin right after commencement. The approach will be to work on 2-parts of the building

UCM: User Communication and Instruction librarian position has been reworded to be a Digital Communications Librarian.

UCI: AUL Admin search in final phases, AUL for collections soon be posted, UCI recruitments are listed here: http://www.lib.uci.edu/about/jobs/librarian-vacancies.html
Plus they will soon open up a group recruitment for 3 more research librarians.

UCD: heading into the interview phase for the Head of Access Services

1) Report back from SOPAG/CoULs <AF>

Ellen reported that CoUL approved the HOPS proposal for central funding for 24/7. SOPAG will work with HOPS on implementation with some questions going to HR.

Amy heard that the ILL Report was viewed favorably, with some question, concerns as to ILL agreements. Ann will provide details.

2) Amy to present mini-charge for small group to suggest what creative commons license UC Libraries should use.

On behalf of Heads of Public Service (HOPS), I have attached a charge for the Working Group for Designating a Creative Commons License for UC-Library Learning Objects
TO: Working Group for Designating a Creative Commons License for UC-Library Learning Objects  
FROM: Heads of Public Service (HOPS)  
CHARGE DATE: March 1, 2013  
COMPLETION DATE: Submit to HOPS chair Amy Kautzman (kautzman@library.ucdavis.edu) by April 30, 2013  

MEMBERSHIP: (possible) Katie Fortney, UCB-librarian, UCSC-librarian (Deborah Murphy)  

Introduction:  
The University of California is actively involved in exploring, developing, or already teaching courses in a variety of models including face-to-face, hybrid, online, flipped, and MOOCs. If the Library is to be involved in a meaningful way we need to make available our learning objects. One aspect of making such tools available is to designate appropriate permissions, in particular; Creative Commons Licenses.  

The Creative Commons License working group is charged with exploring and designating which Creative Commons licenses are appropriate for University of California Library learning objects.  

Charge Summary:  
- Perform an overview of current UC learning object copyright practices  
  - How is copyright assigned to the learning objects?  
  - How do other peer institutions assign copyright to learning objects?  
- What copyright and intellectual property issues should be considered?  
- Which Creative Commons license should be considered for UC Learning Objects  
  - If necessary, make a distinction between how the UCs currently share and how we would share with ARL, State and international peers.  

Final Product  
- A response noting which Creative Commons License(s) would be best assigned to UC learning objects.  

3) Each HOPS member was to get a feel for campus movement on eLearning. Do we feel there is enough interest to form a Common Interest Group that can begin to share action and info from various UC campuses?  

Conversation led us to a simple, temp solution. In light of the redesigned org structure, we’ll put into place a very lightweight listserv that will build community.  

ACTION: Amy will set up listserv for all interested UC Librarians.